Quiz 25 – Anagram Countries - Answers
1. Want to visit this African country? Inside, forMAL Identification must be shown.
2. If you go here your head will be in a spin - crazy! SPAIN (anagram of 'a spin')
3. This East Londoner is said to be dirty. Spot where he might go on holiday! DENMARK (as
in Dirty 'Den' + 'Mark' as in 'spot')
4. Tread carefully if you go to this country - it's slippery, we hear! GREECE (as in grease)
5. It's unlikely that this one looks forward to Christmas TURKEY (as in not voting for...)
6. It's not far south of the equator, but we hear that you should take plenty of warm
clothes if you go here! CHILE (as in chilly)
7. Alas, I may get confused in this country MALAYSIA (anagram of 'Alas I may')
8. Inside on a confusing archipelago! INDONESIA (anagram of 'Inside on a')
9. This 'backward' European country can be found in southerly latitudes ITALY (from
'southerl-ylati-tudes')
10. Reputedly, the longest march in Asia included this country CHINA (from 'mar-china-sia')
11. She became confused after the boy followed a loud noise BANGLADESH ('Bang' + 'lad' +
anagram of 'she')
12. The rain agent travelled around in this South American country ARGENTINA (anagram of
'rain agent')
13. Is one eaten by a fish if one dares to go to this North African country? TUNISIA ('tuna'
with 'is i' inserted where 'i' is Roman numeral for one)
14. The Chinese gentleman thought this place was less serious, we hear! SYRIA (Chinese
tendency to pronounce 'r' as 'l', so 'sillier' sounds like 'sirrier sounds like Syria)
15. Shoot randomly following the French here! LESOTHO (anagram of 'shoot' following 'le')
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